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Creating Intensity
The Job of Leadership
Every person does not give 110% every day, it’s the job of the leader to increase the intensity level and the
effort they give! This aspect of creating the right level of intensity is missed by many managers’, it is the
“emotional” aspect of leadership. It is one thing to analyze data, create systems and programs but it is
another build a culture of success. Building an excited and focused team takes an extra level intensity by
leadership. In this exciting program our speaker Ken Thoreson, will highlight what he has learned and
observed in his 19 years of consulting with hundreds of firms and what drives the very best. He will leave
you with tactical ideas and tools that can be implemented immediately. Learn how to:
• Build energy
• Create belief in your products/services and company
• Reinforce your vision
• Create an atmosphere of fun
The Keys to Building a High Performance Sales Organization
Discipline, Accountability and Control are the cornerstones of sales organizational success. In this jammed
packed session Ken Thoreson, the Sales Management Guru, will discuss the specific actions sales
leadership must take to drive the organization to the next level. Topics will range from preparation,
organization and execution. Ken’s four books on Sales Management and his award winning blog will be
the basis for this program, it is guaranteed everyone will come away with ideas to take their sales teams to
the next level. Topics will include:
•
•
•
•

Recruiting the best, not the best available
Salesperson development programs
Your management dashboard
Coaching for success

Ken Thoreson is a sales leadership professional who “operationalizes” sales management systems and

processes to pull sales results out of the doldrums into the fresh zone of predictable revenue. As a sales
management thought leader Ken is recognized as an expert in sales execution, channel management,
revenue generation, sales analysis, compensation, forecasting, recruitment, and training within the sales
function. Over the past 18 years, his consulting, advisory, and platform services have illuminated,
motivated, and rejuvenated the sales efforts for companies throughout North America—from emerging,
transitional to high-growth. Prior to founding Acumen, he led development-stage, entrepreneurial, and
a $250-million national vertical software sales organization as vice president of sales.
As a speaker, Ken energizes audiences and recharges their personal commitment to professional
excellence to help drive personal and organizational change and growth. In addition to the four released
books based on his Sales Management Guru series, and Success Simplified, co-authored with Stephen
Covey, Ken’s many articles and nationally recognized blog are excellent resources for executives who
want to revitalize their organizations. He has been published in Selling Power, VARBusiness, Reseller
Management, Business Products Professional SmartReseller and Redmond Channel Partner Magazine, a
publication for Microsoft channel partners. Ken’s blog has been rated in the top 10 sales blogs in the
United States and ranked a top sales industry social media user by Top View.

•
•
•
•

Ranked: “Top 50 Sales & Marketing Influencers 2015 ” 4 years in a row
Selected: Hall of Fame, SalesCoachWorld.com
Selected: Top 20 Channel Visionaries, ChannelPro magazine
Ken is a member of the National Speakers Association. www.NSA.com

